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TsmiMirs
w''J:-?;-;- lv Cindi Meister iTJ'S'
-- The chance for women to break into :
.Wooster's tenure system is, at best, "Bleak"
according to k. dty and administrators here.
While approximately. 46 of Wooster
students are female, over 91 of " the
College's- - tenured faculty members are"
. male." . ' xsfThe percentage of tenured women has --
dropped drastically from that a decade ago;
.
only seven tenured women are- - now
employed by the College as opposed to 75
men.
..
' ' .... -
.:j This imbalancejwfll likely worsen in the
next ten years. Approximately nine tenured
positions will open up by 1988; they Will
:, 'probably be filled by senior male faculty":
- members who will be up for tenure before "
.
women. -- . : --y ;- - -v--- .- -. -- -
-- rPh.D new to Wooster this year is resigning
' at . the end of the year because of : the
-- Impossibility of her receiving tenure here.
- She will accept a position at a college with
better, long-ter- m opportunities for womenl
- Bill Baird, Vice-Preside- nt for Academic
.' Affairs, acknowledged awareness of the
v problem. "We are very concerned," he said.
"The Teaching Staff and Tenure Committee
has discussed it several times, but we don'
know the solution.
' Several solutions have been advanced,
Bleak
continued on page'4
including an Affirmative Action Program, " V. . - - - "
.
'
. .
overtenuring, and more active recruitment t Plans for the Women's Career Day at the
of women. -- ' ; ' College of Wooster are nearly complete and
, v.Joanna Frye of the English Department ' it promises to be one gala occasion for both
.
SueFelty ": - ' ; V
....
;.
. ."Women in the World of Financial Planning' ;, ' r' . ;
'
' Susan M. Cirullo rrr'i " ': . '. . ' -- y
; : - "Choosing the Bight Business School - ; " : " : ; - --
Dr. Marjorie Suchocki . - - '. ' ." "'- - .
"Women" in the Ministry l ';"
Pat Grutzmacher . ' . . " ,"
.
.."
' "
,'" --
. j
"Women as Professional Musicians"- - ,. ' .' '1 . :
Alberta Coklaser ;;: ' r ; '-V- -; :';.v; ; ' J.v;'-:'-- '
- tfWomen in the Foreign Service 1 . , x- - T
.
'
Susan Cirullo " V'v'.r''t'C7!rrhe Female MBA: Problems and Opportumtjes" . ' " .
.
Fern Giltner .:.--- , :"v " -.- .'-V-'V , : 'iv."'
- "Theological School and Women in the Ministry "
Suzanne Hickey ' ' " ' ;' :t- - ; - ; 'j i "Women Managers" ; -'- ;.'"':-rr".:? 7' --J-'. '"?7 ?
. f " : f ; : 'Beth Haverkamp - ; -
. "Career Alternatives: Something between Day Care and an MBA"
. 3:15 p.ml Sandy Happel ' : ' , ' . ; , -
.
''
.
.
; . -- , .
"' V "Women. Business" . .. V :--
.
m r
.
; --
. ; ;
Rebecca New ', " ' ' ;-.-
. Women in Graduate and Professional Schools" '. .- -
Sharon Sobotka ': : . .' .. , " ' : ' .. -
"
r v --Women in a Man's World" ; ;;::'",..; ' ; . : ;
Alpha Alexander ' ' - , . ' .' :" - ' '.
: '
'' '
'
V - "Graduate SchooT -- ' ,
"Women in a Man's World, Women in Athletics"; , ; ;
Susan Hancks '' - . " ;
.
;
..
- The Development of Women in Developing Countries" ' ' : "
Ethel Ratleff; :.a v- - -j- :-.:,:;;;::..
'' "Women In Finance" v
:
-
'" J--
'
" :
; ROOM 118 LOWRY CENTER i.:- - - :.p..t --: :;- - . ; :-v'-- ;:'.
1KX) p.m. to 4)0 p.m. Susan Hancks . ; - I. . v " - '; : -- f
-
- "Opportunities for Women in Action-Peac- e CorpsVista"
ROOM il9 LOWRY CENTER - ..:.:; . ;V .. -- ,v9:00-a.m-
. to 4.-0-0 p.m. Decision Making Workshops - . - . '
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Foir
suggests that an Affirmative ; Action
"program is "needed here.. It could range
from the radical stance pf tenuring no white
males to the reasonable idea of having more
women and minorities available for tenure.!
Frye" notes that" "this stance would be
threatening to young white males, especially
those now present on the faculty."- -
The College presently has an Affirmative
Action ' statement, but, ; according ,-- to
Deborah Hilty, Secretary"of the College, "it
doesn't amend this aspect of the problem."
Another solution advanced by Frye was
overtenuring; this, . however would not
accomplish its purpose,, because the
number oi men being tenured would also
rise; the men-to-wom- en tenure - ratio s
'
wouldn't change. r--:. , . f
Then consensusr opinioni i orf thein facultyr n anda-- r, A projected decrease in enrollment over J
the next four years will- - force some r. TnBlf?woow-- .Vo,ce that: departments to further reduce their staff. p,c.ture for,wome" :
- n.. - - iir - here is bleak and that wooster must amendte ui vvuwiei pieaeiu tenure it ,K 0j j? apparent. One female 2Z322
Wooster already requires at least one
woman to be considered for each available
position;
.
only three women professors, ,
however,- - , are; presently teaching in
Wooster's Natural Science division All are
first-vea- r professors this year. : :
!!,
Wo
1
r i
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V
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students and visitors. Members of The
Women's Resource Center and the CPPS
office are encouragedby the large numbers
of women who participated in the resume
, writing and life-planni- ng workshops. Sign-
up sheets are. almost filled for decision- -
- making workshops which will be held every
hour beginning at 9:00 a.m. during career
--day in room 119 of Lowry Center.
participate actively in , the afternoon by
advising students on career possibilities in
specific department and talking with them
about the different options students have in
.; order to better prepare themselves for
future employment while obtaining their
liberal arts degree. -- ',
v
'The Speakers Forum in the Pit will be
continuous throughout the afternoon, to
accommodate the many requests for an
; opportunity to discuss women as managers,
women in business, women in a man's world
. in the ministry, social services, international'
--assignments and other topics related to
.women and careers. ,
: The morning- - hours wiH .be filled by
recruiters from corporations or graduate
' school representatives who
Fac
1
illty
The future is bright for Wooster's female Students, bleak for female faculty.
;3aturdiyrf is; Women's
have requested
the opportunity to have individual student
interviews with prospective employees and
' graduate students while the afternoon will .
be devoted to career counseling by all of our
visitors and participating faculty. ,
The afternoon activities wiH begin at 1:00
p.m. : Corporations and faculty will be
located on the main floor of Lowry Center
Day
while graduate schools may be located on
the lower level. Members of the Women's
Resource Center will be available at the
information table which will be set up in the
main lobby of Lowry. WRC women will
answer questions or- - help students locate
particular firms or graduate schools which
they would like to visit. All information
regarding graduate school entrance exams
Recruiters from corporations ; and will also be available in the main lobbv.
government agencies will be pleased to find Women's Career Day may be particularly
their schedules filled with students seeking important, to freshmen and sophomore
employment while graduate schools will women since it will be a time when they can
have a difficult time talking with the find assistance in planning an academic
numbers of students who have requested . continued on page 4 -Fewer MalesSeveral women faculty members will
CPS)--Th- e old adage that women go to
college to "find a husband" can be officially
laid to rest. Fewer men are found to be going
to colleqe.
Census Bureau statistics show less men,
arc enrolling in college while women's
enrollment is increasing.
The bureau's report suggests that fewer
men are elegible for GI benefits or they no
longer need Vietnam War draft deferments.
The report also speculated that young
men now consider college less important..
The report left out an important issue
however. The last few years, saw a
depression economy glut a decreasing job
market with graduates. More people turned
to trade schools rather than seek a dead-
end college degree. An inflationary,
economy did its share to close avenues to
higher education.
.
Statistics on women in college does hot
attest to these theories at first. Larry Suter
of the Census Bureau said women have
exceeded male enrollment for three years
but any gains made by women were caused
mainly by declining male enrollment.
ih
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: editorial
Immediate Action Necessary
Tenure System Flawed
-
"Bleak" 5s the word most people use to describe Wooster' s tenure dilemma
regarding women faculty, and "bleak" "it is. It doesn't have to degenerate to
"hopeless", although it likely will unless positive action is taken soon.
The tenure dilemma did not arise as a result of deliberate action; irapparentry
"just happened" as a result of convenient circumstances. The College, however,
must not count on convenient circumstances, however, to extract itself from the
problem; it must initiate a reappraisal and revamping of the tenure system - now --
to ensure that the problem does not become, impossible to solve.
Women faculty can now view Wooster only as "a nice place to move on
from," in the words of Vice-Preside- nt Baird. If Wooster's only attraction for
prospective women faculty is the value of its name on a recommendation, how
can the College hope to attract energetic, dedicated young faculty members who
want more than a place to pass through? The cycle is self-fulfillin- g, for if new
women professors cannot be attracted and retained now, the tenure gap
between men and women professors will only widen. . .and 92 to 8 is already
'
a yawning gap. - ;
.
" -
. .
Not only does the present tenure system deprive the College of qualified
female professors who desire a stable career, 'it unconsciously limits the number
of new faculty, with divergent ideas and innovative methods, who choose to
come here, allowing them, in most cases, to stay here only briefly regardless of
their individual merits and forcing them to spend a great part of their time that
would normally be spent with students in detemining where they will go next
The tenure system, is ironically, partially based on merit; those professors
meriting retention after six years are forth with tenured. The present situation,
however often disregards merit. Now, even a highly qualified professor must be
released if a "spot" is not available for himher to fall into at the prescribed time.
Merit plays no part in the decision, for the rules of the tenure game cannot be
bent to accommodate even the most qualified players. .
We call then, for an immediate reevaluation of the tenure process, with
emphasis on allowing some flexibilty in the rules in exceptional cases. Wooster is
presently a top-notc- h educational institution; we cannot allow its thought to
stagnate for, lack of fresh ideas and fresh thinkers. The present system disregards
the interests of both young professors and students who, by rights, should be
exposed to the most divergent teaching group possible.
We realize the reevaluation process will be slower than we'd like. It should be
slow enough to allow for the evaluation of all opinions. But it must be speeded up
from its present inertia; positive action must be taken. We cannot afford to
sacrifice educational excellence to inflexibility.
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, editorial":
Role Reorientation Mandatory
Feminist Perspective
r -- - f 'r ,
Urged
J- -
it"
The roles of men and women, here at Wooster, and in society in general, are
continual ; areas of debate, speculation and controversy. In her student,
convocation entitled, "No Longer Victims: A Case for the Feminist Perspective",;
Wooster senior Jay Leone successfully debunked the prevailing myths and
stereotypes and called for a reevaluation of. our attitudes concerning male and'
female roles. , . ,:. : - . -- :;';:" -- - - '" '
- As Ms. Leone defines it, the feminist perspective is the "belief in the full
humanity of women; the right of women to define themselves." Ms. Leone' --
elaborates further and states that the ultimate goal of feminism is "human
liberation." Human liberation, applying to all humans, male and female alike.
Ms. Leone maintains that application of the feminist perspective here at.
Wooster must start with the providing of materials for the study of women. The
. validity of this assertion is seemingly self-evide-nt It is antithetical for a school
such as Wooster, with its fanatical devotion to the liberal arts tradition, to
systematically disregard such an important phenomenon as this. : r
The feminist perspective Is an assertion of individualism on the -- part "of r
everyone. It states as human beings, equally created, we should not be subjected
; to classification by gender. Rather, it calls foreach of us to assert her or his right '
as a citizen, as a human being if you will, to be regarded as the unique individual
that we are.
.
',. -
' ' Awareness and recognition of a problem is half of the step in reaching a ,
solution. Ms.. Leone's poignant and timely commentary is an initial, but ;
-- significant, step irtthe right direction. Alas, the onus of responsibility is ours to ,
bear. ,--
.
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- : to
THE
EDITOR
Closed Reserve Readings
Inconvenience to Students
Dear Editor - - : r- - - C" possioie. tne rroressors are the qnes to
,7; blame this Problem, and I hope thatv- -; 4This quarter I have been made aware of a
- problem that at feast 50 or 60 other students : n?e who are having the same
- are- - having along with myself. This is the Prb,em VOKe rt 50 that the professors
: ' problem of obtaining class assigned reading U get the message. . . r.
: material that is on closed reserve in - "" . . . ' Sus,c EstiD
-- Andrews IJhraruTum nf mu rlw aro ' 1 'W " ' - .- -
r
" now using frequent assignments of required - -- 5 1 Ol 1 nOUQIlI'
re&ding that can only be found on closed Vk- -, Cn,m anflreserve. Both of these classes are large (30 ; UI1 VV Up dllU Dread
. io;40). In each class there are two copies of : ; " r-- ' " ?
T the; assignments available at the library. Dear Editor: V r 1
"-
-' With so fewconipstnooarfMinri for snirunu' i : - - r : i
people, it is impossible that each person will , concerning Soup and Bread night. It is sad
: haye a chance to read the material. I have that not enough people are participating. I
: now spent several afternoons waiting my think we must ask a few questions before weturn, and also made several etra trips back know the truth." Thouoh what I intend tr
in the evenings when; the material is present is by no means the last word on the
unavauaoie. li is a attraction ana a . subject, -- 1 hope it will open up some
-
. frustration. '.
--
: "
-
. discussion, both publicly and privately.
. ; Closed reserve reading assignments are a --;r. First, the question "Why soup and bread
Hioi.uv uy nuuiy ui iiks piuiedsuia jn : nigni; .. oeverai answers tend to come from
CrfmrHJS- - I H 1 1 fill frTl gt Tl'! MT 11 unpn 3 : thncd Itihn arA intm I wwl hirct r--t -- nuimi-.. 1 f - - iiivs wiivu. 11 1 v v ti . nituinaciuiicaa7;, limited .number' of . texts are available.. . sense Of "doing something". A person feels
. However, I feef that ihe process could be , guilty about his affluence and his neighbors':
done more effectively so --that" students poverty, so to allay his guilt, he signs up with
X would be minimally inconvenienced. In one - Oxfam.: Second, Wooster's participation in
class that I had registered for, the professor the program may open up further avenues
. 2iau ur mvbkiii wiuiiuii iu uk piuuniii. .. lur una Kina oi worn. -- 1 nira, oy naving aFor each student in the Course there was a . nnnrer mozil .lhan iiciiaI rtnA ftiae tn iAntifitfww. .a UJ I 111, Vfllb V J IU lUlI.liy
tA wr in tho nrtr.LfCtr.ro nnir-- n rrio cfi inant . . . .u n . . .u A u. ... 1 inBUV. u.w VY1LU LtlWOfS WI1V IMVC IC LI iai i we,
rrnnlrl Kim fr.r SkKruit tuir. rlrtllAre Tnic fnlrlor. " I '11 u . c it t: r inui luiiuLViy, u 1 1 iuicc . VII
: dontained all the readinos that were not in armimontc hm tkr f.iit Tk. m.rnn.
the: major text of the class. If this is an" that one is "doing something" (implying that
impossibility, there should be at least one others do or do not care) produces a few'
copy of the assignment for every 5 students, bad side affects in the unwary. It can invoke
avauaoie in tne norary. i neoreticaiiy, the attitude "Well, now that Tve done
readings are to be completed by the class something,-- 1 can rest easy and need to do
each day prior to discussion, and this would nothing further. Giving up one out of up to '
V. rnaKe h possioie. . -- , - z meals a week is not what I d call the most
- I want to make it clear that the Library - supreme sacrifice. Not only that, but the
Staff members are not at fault, they are only money that you save to give to Oxfam, in
; doing their job and I doing it as efficiently as " most cases, is not your own, but your
'
-
-- r,..:. : .'; v - - '-- ;C;v"-- , :'
'-
-
- : parents. If you were to give the 10 dollars a
': mm quarter directly to Oxfam from your ownV'CJlCt w fcllOrtS money, -k-- might seem somewhat more
more -- realistic to argue .with the friYfx
'rCJVIIlJl second point than the other two, but still, it .
; Dear Sir: : : :. : - - lacks some perception. Oxfam and soud
. I was pleased to read the January 13 issue nignt are good starts - and show an
ofTthe Wooster Voice.' Your headline awareness not yet shown elsewhere in the "
diiiuc ml auk i .mil ua u . uucwk uuouiw - - - - .hav
represents the kind of concern and activism been no attempt at providing alternafive
newspaper. I have long been cynical about them easily accessible. " . r
the Voice due to its apparent effort to avoid - The "awareness of hunger" argument is '
important issues. Friday's article changed at best - weak. Almost anyone on . this
: 1 a J 1 ... . - . aI 1 7: V 1 . . 1 il!Vy IIIIIM1 r UKVKHJUTIIK11L 1 1 If. V UK-- K fSkTYmt IG miVT IT Kn rW-.I- T 1 1 VI 1 1 II llfrTI 11 1 1 ' .
; overlooked was the installation of a new fire his or her Tuesday night diet with a pizza or .
.r i 'i- - rA . "n . ... r j:j -; dicuiii uii ixai uiuveisiiy uceu uiui. OuieT OUTSKje sources. t-V- Kir u uik uki
: serves tne small nouses on tne street --aD the way with it , one night out ot seven is ..
. cuiuwu iu bluuu iLa iu auiiuiiui i oil miiuuicujbc ntrniif orPrii mhii'i iihj.
; or lire squad m a tar shorter time than it " would like to say m closing that 1 do not
. wuuiu idiuf uuuiiuiN Bo.uiuv.auiix iik ikw - rum vn rump n rnp naiferi. rail i iriinn i lmj
, rlnartrnerit. At least to me this suooests a lu nvai uni tn Ovfam ic neorl fnr
.1 . i t I f - . 1 . . , 1
- more inan sianoara concern iot uie dieiy . overheadj. I he worK is imponam ana i
of the students. " aaree with the motive'. I simply wonder
; - The only real complaint I have about the "about the execution of the concept.
' Voice at this point is the heavy reliance . - , Thank you, .
"'' continued on page 10 "' ' Tr David Ftirdy'
high ; noise levels tended to lose their
demonstrated that noise can affect people in
: other ways as wefl (a fact which'anyone who
has longed for the quiet of the countryside
. has known for centuries).- - "
- Oddly enough;
. though much of the
research done on the effects of noise on
people has been done in universities, most
of it has been aimed at industrial noise or
- general environmental noise (heavy
machinery, sonic, booms, traffic sounds,
etc.) . :: ; v.,
However, the same technological
: advances that make the constant operation
' of heavy machinery possible have added to
- .music to the list of environmental noises
' with which we must be concerned. Before
. the advent of the modern stereo system,
music had to- - be reated by people, and
energy.
- While it is undoubtedly true that
neighbors have been yelling and throwing
things to quiet down their neighbors for
years, it is now ..quite possible for each
- student to have the equivalent of a
symphony orchestra or band in hisher
room, and that electric orchestra or band
does not need to take breaks, eat, or sleep,
thus permitting a constant flow of music at !
Jiigh volume levels for periods of time which
: would boggle the imaginations of the
: healthiest musicians. " ;:'
r: As a result, music has become the most :
common form of environmental noise in the
university residences. , " - n - - w
While some would object to classifying '
music, as noise, irjs fairly clear that most
music is, , noise to at least some people
- Wheather or not something is considered
music is determined by factors such as taste
and frame of mind. "
- JAhat is bluegrass music and pure joy to
one person is simply noisy absurdity to
others, and the same song that someone
sings joyfully in the afternoon may simply
sings joyfully in the aftemnon maybe simply
annoying if one is forced to listen to it while,
trying to sleep. There is no clear distinction :
between music and noise (especially when
one accepts a modern definition of what can
be called music), and It seems that the
effects of noise are just as likely to be
produced by disco music or John Cage as
by a jackhammer or a train. -
At best we can conclude that music is
different than noise in that someone might
enjoy music, and that it consequently tends
to be somewhat more engaging and possibly
more distracting than simple noise.
What are the effects of noise on human
behavkw? Noise appears to affect people in
three major areas;
.
intellectural ability,
emotions, and interaction with other
people. Studies done on the effectsof noise
on the learning process are faily consistent
in noting the following facts:
Simple tasks can be performed just as
well under noisy conditions as they can
under" quiet ones,' but a person's
effectiveness in performing more complex
tasks is reduced.
' For example, students required to
proofread papers under noisy conditions
were able to do a good job of catching and
correcting spelling errors but were less
effective in dealing with grammar errors in
one case study. The control group, working
under quiet conditions, was able to perform
both tasks well.
A similar effect of noise on intellectual
activity is that it becomes very difficult to do
more than one task at a time while working
under noisy conditions. .
In effect, all of a person's concentration is
required to simply read something instead
J.inuarv 20, 1978. WOOSTFR VOICE. Paq 3
"Noise Pollution" Revealed As
New Environmental Hazard
by Don Snow --iV-In
the past two decades "noise pollution"
has been added to the ever growing list of
environmental problems which have
resulted from technological progress.
--
'Originally the concern was simply that-worker- s
who were often exposed to verv
of being able to reacf something while also
mentally noting what its most important
points are.
The final effect of noise which
researchers have consistently observed is
that while task performance may continue
under noisy conditions, the critical
selectivity of the importance of taskhearing, ; but further:, investigation has components decreases. In short, while
student can still get information out of a
book, it becomes difficult to be selcthe
about what is worth paying attention to and
what is not. In a way, this problem is a result
of the second one because under noisy
conditions, it is difficult to read something
and think about it at the same time.
' ' Sound has the ability to affect humans'
emotions' and psychological state as well as
.their ability to work or think. Music
obviously has the power to create joy or a
sense of well-bein- g in people when they
want to listen to it, but it can have negative
features.
' In a number of case studeies where
people were asked to perform tests under
loud and quiet conditions and were then
tested or factors such as anxiety and
tension, the following results were
observed:
J While people asked to perform a simple
task under noisy conditions were able to dojust as well as a similar group working
under quiet conditions, the group in the
noisy environment consistently showed a
much higher level of tension and anxiety
after performing the tasks (the anxiety and
tension, levels- - were measured using
standardized psychological tests). -
The same result occurred when the
groups were asked to play a game, "Star
groups were asked to play a game, "Star- -
- power," ; under both noisy and quiet
conditions, so the increase in tension and ah
. conditions, so the increase in tenskm and
anxiety was not necessarily tied to the fact ,
that the people were required to work.
- People asked to perform difficult tasks
after being required to work under noisy
conditions showed much less persistence
and patience than people who were given
the same task after working under quiet
conditions.
.
-
- The presence of noise negatively affects
people's persistence and patience.
Research has consistently shown that
frustration levels, tension, and anxiety
appear to be lowered if people believe they
can control their environments to some
extent. '
New Stereos
Lead To Abuse
of "Power'.99
by Don Snow
' It wasn't too many years ago that the
' problem of stereo noise in campus
dormitories wasn't much of a problem.
Even in the 60's, few stereo systems could
make enough noise to be really annoying
through a wall, and those that could were
often above the price range of the average
student. Today, a system that can make a
great deal of noise is within the price range
of most students' and many students
actually possess systems that would be
adequate for an auditorium or at least a
large living room.- - ..
These systems are in little rooms which
are in close proximity of other little rooms,
and when Pure Prairie League or Kiss go on
at volume level eight, the concert is a
community affair whether the community
likes it or not.
While some of the community seems to
enjoy the concert, it is becoming
increasingly clear that many members of the
college community are tired of not having
the right to choose their own music --or
silence- - and are tired of the assumption that
excessively loud music at most hours of the '
continued on page 6
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address: that the rate of industrial growth
between the wars was uneven in Western
Europe; that by 1911, Germany was the
strongest nation in Western Europe; that
World War I "didn't change the political
reality-Germa- ny was still strongest," and
'that - the period was charactered by
intellectual escapism. ." . '
.
Copeland noted that the fact that France
was slower than Germany to industrialize
ana organize ns womers naa corn gooa ana
bad effects.
By 1914, France was still largely rural;
even after the war, the average French
company employed only six workers. By
1936, Copeland added, "90 percent of all
French workers were still unorganized."
France's "backward economy" made
survival easier for the small producer after
World War I and ensured that the great
depression that hit Germany didn't affect
France as quickly. Six million Germans
uioro nnomnlrnKX-- 1 after tlru uar a
compared to only 500,000 Frenchmen.
France's recovery after the war was
--
' slower than that of Germany, however.
Infant mortality remained high long after it
dropped in Germany and working-clas- s
conditions remained as poor as they had
been in the 18605.
. France's leaders between the wars,
Copeland noted, "evaded" these social
problems. "A shifting center of politicians,"
he said, were slow to do their jobs and when
questioned, "wrapped, themselves in the flag
and cried, The Republic is in danger.""
Germany, Copeland asserted, was the
most powerful nation in Europe on the eve
of World War I. Steel production was then
nuaoira nf nnuwr in Fnrorv and
Germany produced more steel than France,
Great Britain, and Russia together.
Germany, m fact, emerged from World
War I stronger than the rest of Western
turope. ien essentially intact wniie nearoy
emDires " were broken ud. Germany
emerged potentially stronger than before
"the war. -
: France, Copeland noted, suffered most,
proportionally. In the war; France's
industrial production in the mid 20's was 60
percent of its prewar output.
developed in France when the nation
realized it could neither contain nor appease
Germany. Popularly - hailed treaties, , on
Avmmafinn ujotv fruinH Pmofvf .
, md I I
Copeland Opens Symposium
Describing the period between the World
Wars in France as a "trance state",
President Henry Copeland opened the Lost
Generation Symposium Tuesday.
Cope land advanced four theses in his
I ftj- - t!,v i ,'.-- '; a .n H
France saw the majof goal of postwar"
peace to be the containment of Germany.
France's aim of creating buffer states and
establishing reparations was rebuffed by
Woodrow Wilson, who redrew Europe's
boundaries along old nationalist lines.
French Prime Minister George
Clemenceau prophetically predicted at the
time that "the Germans will be back in
twenty years."
This perpetual uneasiness on France,
Copeland - noted,: led to a "sense of
unreality." : S ---r-S'-. --".'" --'-- sr
French writers of the period noted that
"all the fundamentals of our world are
affected by war," and that "among all these
injured things is the mind--i- t doubts itself
profoundly." - .
"The world as they had thought it to us,"
noted novelist Erich Remarque, "fell to
pieces," and as a result, French thinkers
found conflict in idealistic implausible
schemes.
Women Faculty Tenure Problems
continued from page 1
.-
---'
Baird acknowledged that candidates for
teaching positions are aware of Wooster's
tenure dilemma, but notes that "the job'
market is tight with competition and
Wooster is a good ex-credenti- al, with its
high academic rating." -
Recruitment, however, will not solve the
tenure problem for many years. Many see
the only solution to be a revamping of the
entire tenure system; that process, if and
when undertaken, would also take a
number of years.
- Baird added that, at present, even if an
outstanding faculty member reaches
hisher sixth.year and no tenured positions
are available, that faculty member's
contract cannot be renewed, even unto a
position is available. -- .."""-'"
- "The rules," he noted, "are such that if
tenure is denied or unavailable, the
candidate leaves."
' The tenure dilemma is largely the result of
recent personnel changes, according to
Baird. "The percentage of tenure women --
and women chairpersons was much
higher," he said, "but retirements in a four
or five year span created the shortage." ,
- Dean of the Faculty Vivian Holliday
added, "Wooster. . did recruit women --
candidates.. .but the pool of Ph.D'd women
in the '60's was low. There were less,,
qualified women for these positions." .
"Wooster," Holliday . said, "is in the
forefront in the treatment of women. There
' France, for example, maintained two
national budgets during the 20's and 30's,
including one with a provision for German
reparations in the vain hope they would be
paid '
.
-
"Hope," a writer, noted, "lingered that
some kind of miracle would dispell the
mystery and return he familiar order."
Treaties popularly hailed as the "return of
peace" were privately acknowledged to be
worthless. . -
France's Foreign Ministry knew , that
Germany was rearming through a secret
agreement with the Soviet Union. The
ministry knew, too that munitons stockpiles
were being kept and industries nationalized,
but chose to rely on the faith that "all would
be well." . v , . v
Such information was considered-"trifling- "
by the Foreign Ministry. .
Though French culture was at its zenith in
the 1930's,the nation was politically on
shifting sand, largely as a result of its inability
to face facts and act accordingly.
are prejudices, but they are more a lack of
awareness. Wooster demands much of its
women and men." . --
"Female presence," responded Hilty, "is
Human Rights ;
in the U.S;S.R.
On Tuesday, January 17 at 8:00, Dr. .
Frank Miller, Professor of Political Science,
gave a talk on the issue of human rights in r
Eastern Europe and the U.S.S.R. Although
the issue has had considerable exposure
since President Carter took office, it has
been of great concern before this time. Civil ;
liberties in Communist countries has been
- the source of debate and heated discussion '
since the detente movement. Abuse of fair
trial procedures, unreasonable treatment of
persons found guilty and statements by.
--
,
churches and persons in exile attracted the 1'
; attention of many people in the U.S. to the
human rights issue. " " f '
The first point Dr. Miller made was that
the U.S.S.R. is unique in its position relative
. to other Communist regimes. The Soviet
.- Union has a ''stable, sixty , year old
; government unlikely to be overthrown.'
Other Eastern Europe countries are more
afraid of dissent and have less ability to .
contoj it. Thus, the U.S.S.R. is less likely to
make concessions to political dissenters
than, for example, Poland, Hungary, or
Czechoslovakia. --
. Dr. Miller also elaborated on the issue of
the " Soviet legal system. In ordinary
situations, fair ' criminal- - proceedings,-includin- g
a fair trial and a defense council,'
are observed." However, if it is a political,
offense, none of these rights apply.
' Although the Soviet constitution has a weak'
provision for basic rights,' political
dissenters are not respected, and arbitrary
- abuses are often made. Attorneys who
defend these people often lose their status.1
Thus, it can be seen that the political --
dissenter is in a precarious position in the
Soviet Uniop. ;
Dr. Mller emphasized the point that
serious difficulties face the humanji;
movement in Eastern Europe and the
U.S.S.R, First, complete information is not 5
available. For example, with the question ofj
Soviet Jew emigration, no one can be sure ;
exactly how many Jews there are and how "
many actually wish to leave the U.S.S.R. A
second problem is that dissent is centered'
within the intelligensia group. The scientists,' .
journalists, writers, and so on who oppose .
wrongs within the Communist system have ?
no common base with the masses of people,
who have grown : up with and been ;
integrated into the system. ;
not enough. That's easy to be committed
to.. .Awareness is the important factor. The
faculty has to make the move on the tenure
question." ; . -
Women's Career Daj; Planned
continued from page 1 .
program which will enable them to take the
necessary course work for career goals;
these women are particularly encouraged to
attend and begin to evaluate their future. "
Some of the graduate schools which plan
to visit for Women's Career Day include;
Drew University in Madison, New Jersey;
Bowling Green University; United
Theological Seminary, New Briton,
Minnesota; Pittsburgh Theological .
Seminary, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania; Miami
State University; and Earlham School of
Religion in Richmond, Indiana. - .,
A sampling of corporations which plan to
interview and participate in Career Day
activities include the Comptroller of the
Currency, Action-Peac- e CorpsVista, IBM
Corporation, A.C. Spark Plug Division of
Genera Motors, Bell Telecommunications
System, Mentor Public School, Olney
Friends Boarding - School, Ford Motor
Company and Firestone Tire and Rubber
.
Company.
. ..
. ., .
Women who have been closed out of
interviews are requested to contact Acy
Jackson in the CPPS office. If you have a
resume on file, members of the Women's
Resource Center and the CPPS office staff '
will make every effort for you to have an - :
interview at a later date or see that the --
representative you wish to see has a copy of :
your resume. :. . -
SGA Cabinet Posts
Elections On Feb 15
The Student Government Association is
holding elections ' for Cabinet officers .
Wednesday, February 15. Petitions will be 7
available for the positions ofPresident, Vice-Presiden- t,
Secretary, Treasurer, Campus'
Council Member-at-Larg- e, and
Chairpersons of Financial Affairs, Social
Affairs, and Student Services and Special
Projects at Lowry Center, Monday, January
23. Now is your opportunity to get involved :
in the important decision-makin- g process of --
the S.G.A. If you are interested in the '
workings of the S.GA Cabinet, please
attend the General Assembly meeting on
Monday, January 30 at 7:15 p.m. in the
Lowry Center Ballroom. Get involved!!!
.".Ifi f i :' V."'':t'...j.rtfri5 . ,
Star Spangled Girl!
'
- " by Peg Weissbrod
" Neil Simon's comedy "The Star Spangled
Girl is this, year's contribution to the fast- -
- growing Theater in the Cage tradition. The
student-produce- d show opened last night
with two more performances scheduled for
tonight and Saturday evening. "
; The : comedy revolves around two
Dartmouth preppies,' Andy and Norman,
who publish a magazine protesting the
degenerating American way of life. When
Norman falls in love with Sophie-- a member
.of the U.S. Olympic swim team and an all-- .
American girl-N- eil . Simon's natural wit
takes over. Sophie, in turn, suffers similiar
pangs of unrequited love for Andy, and the
result is a satiric love-hat- e triangle which is
sure to please any audience.
..
Lowry center ooara is sponsoring tne.
production which Dan Treadwell
spearheaded last quarter. Dan, playing the
role of Norman, Elaine Fischer, playing
Sophie, and Bruce Longworth, playing
Next Tuesday - and Wednesday, Dr.
Kenneth, Dolbeare will - be visiting the
C.O.W. i campus. His itinerary includes
Wednesday's convocation address titled,
"The Last Rights of Liberal Democracy",
visits to several classes, and a post
convocation student discussion. ; - .
The discussion will center around two of
Dolbeare's books which are used as texts in
several of the college's Political Science
courses -vAmerican Politics: Policies, Power,
and Change ( with Murray J. Edelman)
1971' 3rd Ed. 1977, and American
Ideologies: The competing Political
Beliefs of the 1970's (with Patricia
Dolbeare) 1971, 3rd Ed. 1976 are both used
here o campus, the former for Political.
Science 101 - and the - latter for Political
Science 103.
, Dolbeare received his . B.A. from
Haverford,
.
L.L.B. from Brooklyn ;' Law
School. nd Ph.D. from Columbia
University. He is currently a member of tne
New York Bar, the Executive Council of the
Policy Studies Organization, a Trustee pf
the Law and Society Assn., and is listed in
Would you know what to do if someone
asked you to join them in a Huayno?-Chance- s
are you wouldn't, so why not come
to the International Dance Festival and find
out? The Huayno is just One of the many
. dances . that - will .. b featured at
ititomatinnJ Darvro Festival to be held next
Saturday, January 28th.
"The International Dance Festival is tri- -
"sbonsored this year by Babcock. Douglass
and the International Student's Association.'
' The festival will be held in the Lowry Center
Ballroom from 9:00 p.m. .12:30 a.m. and
mere win oe rerresnmenis erveu- - , .
.The festival offers a cnance tor anyone
.
and everyone to learn some of the more
simple Greek, Scottish, German and other
international folk dances as well as watching
'some exhibitions. and demonstrations of
more complicated steps. . " i ; -- ,
instance, the' Wooster Highland Pipers will
be supplying a little Scottish jig music. When
live music isn t available, Loose Booty
Productions will be providing the sound
"CIICtMl ' r- - . .. ......
The first International Dance Festival,
wiimu was iiciu toot. yccuf w? ywi- -
success and this year's ought to follow along
those same lootsteps. i ne sruaenis running
and watch these dances whether endowed
with terpsichorean talents or two left feet.
Those who aend are also invited wear
an international costume, should they have
one. .. ' , -- : """
- So come and leam the Huayno, do some
square dancing and have a little cultural
pvTvn'"TVO V"h 71 Tt rf f"n . , -
Andy,, have been working steadily with
director CyndiRaftus. All three of the actors ,
have had extensive acting and directing
"experience causing Cyndi to describe - V
rehearsals as both "difficult and
exhilerating."
.
-
,
Cyndi said the Theater in the. Cage
concept was designed to provide a different
social atmosphere for Wooster students.
Her goal is relaxed, casual entertainment
"by the students, and for the students."
Cyndi extimates that about 25 cast and
crew members, all students, have
participated in the - production. She is
especially proud that the show has been
designed, funded and executed entirely by
students.. , .
Curtain time for "The Star Spangled Girl"
is 8:30, with doors opening at 8:00. The price
($1.75 for students: $2.25 for non-student- s)
includes special refreshments and a dinner- -
. theater atmosphere. Tickets are on sale at
Lowry Front Desk.
Dolbeare To Visit Wooster
Who's Who in America. His "other books
include Trial Courts in Urban Politics:
State Court. Policy Impact and
Functions in a Local Political System
1967, Little Groups of Neighbors: The
Selective Service System 1968, The
School Prayer Decisions: From Court
Policy to Local Practice 1971, and
Political Chance in the United States: A
Framework For Analysis 1974.
While on campus Dolbeare's . schedule is
as follows: .
Tuesday - 2:00-3:5- 0 Class lecture in
Marxism; Theory and Criticism. Kauke 1
Wednesday -- 10:00 Convocation Address
titled "The Last Rights of Liberal
Democracy" Mateer -- i !- - - - " '
Noon Social Science Roundtable' Faculty
;
'' "Lounge
2:00-3:2- 0 Class , discussion in Origins of
Modern Political Thought Kauke 105.
.r.Y '
h ' v
v
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Bruce Lonqworth. Elaine Fisher, and Dan Treadwell bring theatre to the Cage
this weekend with "Star Spangled Girl." Photo by Mark Snyder
"For whom The Bells Tolls" Called "Classic
by Richard W. An
' The upcoming weekend has been
designated as a Hemingway Double Feature
Weekend. Two films based on the novels by
Ernest Hemingway: "A Farewell to Arms"
and "For Whom the Bell Tolls", will be
shown at the Mateer Auditorium on Friday
and Saturday.'
Trie films will be shown back to back, with
the first starting at 7:00 p.m. and the second
movie at 9:J0 each night. The admission fee
for the double feature is 75.
"A Farewell to Arms" is a fairly interesting
film only because it is based on
Hemingway's novel; the movie is overlong
and sentimental" -
The story revolves around two
characters; Frederic Henry, an American
soldier (Rock Hudson), and Catherine
Barkley, an American nurse-(Jenni- fer
Jones), and their love during World War I in
the Italian Alps.
Their love soon leads him to desert the
army and they to escape from Italy, where
battle cries seem -- never ending, to
SoitTwland's Deaceful.atmosohere.''
Their happiness is soon interrupted by
Catherine's illness, which ultimately brirqs
: on her baby s aeatrr well as her own, a
tragedy to Frederic, and the end to the
story. -- 7 :
This Hemingway novel is transferred to
the screen with impressive cinemography,
but no other fine qualities. The scenes of
Italy and Alps bring . the thrills to the
audience in this ski season. -- "
' However, the length and the slow pace of
the film keep the picture from being a
classic. The movie also contains the faults of
today's soap operas, not excessive . sex
rather excessive sentimental ism.
The eriding, which could have been the
moving highlight of the film, is disappointing.
The acting is also far from creditable.
Rock Hudson, who has never really
achieved a status of superstardom. He gives
one of his best performances. . .although that
isn't saying much. Hudson tries hard,
though and gives a plausible and earnest
performance. .
On the other hand, Jennifer Jones, who
won an Oscar for her performance in "The
Song of Bemadette" and has never made a
T.V. commercial (she ought to be more
proud for the latter than the former), gives
one of her worst performances. She is dry
and ineffective, particularly at the film's end.
. Quite a contrast to this movie is "For
Whom the Bell Tolls". It is, indeed, an
American classic. Similar to "Arms", this is a
story about an American mercenary named
Robert Jordan (Gary Cooper), who fights
for the Spanish peasants in the Spanish Civil
War, and his love, Maria (Ingrid Bergman).
As in "Arms" and many of Hemingway's
novels, the ending is trade. After the
bombing of a bridge, Jordan, injured and
dying, waits for the enemies and inevitable
death while Maria flees.
This marvelous film is equal in stature to
the novel, largely due to the excellent
performances of Cooper, and Bergman.
Cooper, is simply amazing in this film. He
captures convincingly at the end Jordan's
restrained longing and passion for Maria-restrain- ed
because "he .does not want to
rouse pain from her-th- e pain of separation.
Miss Bergman matches Cooper's
greatness. She delivers an impeccable
performance, expressing Maria's
passionate and vulnerable character with
precise and exact details and without
overacting.
.
Cooper and Bergman's final scene has to
be one of the most remarkable artistic
works in the history of motion oictures. -
Overall, "For Whom the Bell Toils" is one
of the finest movies, ever made while "A
F?roKl to ArrYw;" is only rr1'rrroTht .
99
first should not be missed by anyone who
appreciates good .acting, who enjoys
Hemingway, and who wishes to engrave in
his mind the true meaning of love.
The latter is to be seen by those who have,
real passion for soap opera and none for
Beverly Sills and Caruso, and for those
people on dates, both movies will serve
many hours as a conversational topic.
EKO - Sig Marathon
.99
'A Big Success'
Four couples danced the night away last
Friday during the EKO - Sig sponsored
Dance Marathon. The marathon was
established to raise money for the Big-Brothe- r
Big Sister program. It ran from 7
p.m. Friday until 7 a.m. Saturday and about
$500 in cash was received from sponsors.
Nancy Orr started the marathon by
dancing the first dance and 4 couples
received cash prizes. Fran Kielbowicz and
Doug Strauch were awarded $20 and three
"couples Julie Nilges and Dave Shugert;
Marrlee Burgess and Brian Volz; and Pat
Stocker ami Larry Lane received $10 cash
prizes. Since four couples danced the entire
12 hours, the winning couple was
determined by drawing from a ' hat.
Members of the EKOs and Sigs danced all
night in shifts, with about 25 couples on the
floor at all times.' Besides the dancers it was
estimated that 30 to 100 spectators were
present. v
The EKOs and Sigs thanked everyone
involved for their cooperation and labeled
the marathon "a big success".
Si l-ECT- ED WORKS OF THE FACULTY
OF THE CLEVELAND INSTITUTE Oh
ART ARE ON EXHIBITION IN THE
SkVEKANCE ART STUDIOS GALLtKY.
NOW .THROUGH. FEB. 3., ....
J
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Wooster or Antarctica? Sometimes it's hard to teIL..ltioto by Mark Snyder
" continued from page 3 ' '..
' day --and night is a normal dorm situation
rather than an aberration that regularly
' infringes on the rights of others.
What then is an ideal "normal" dorm
. situation? From the perspective of one tired
--
. and gritchy student who could not sleep late
one night, the following statement of basic
. student rights was proposed:
.
,
1. Every student has a right to a
reasonable level of quiet during the majority
of the day ("a reasonable level of quiet" is
defined as a volume level where noise or
music do not disrupt or interfere with the
regular activities of a college student). -
Some peace is needed for a student to
, function normally (sleep, study), and it
should also be recognized that silence orquiet are just as conducive to recreation and
" relaxation as is excessively loud music, and
that people who choose Tjuieter forms of
entertainment have at least an equal right to
the atmosphere. -- r
2. Students should rarely engage in
activity which is likely to disturb other,
students. No student has a right to make
enough noise to interfere with the normal
activities of other students. ' t . "'Activities such as - sleep, " study and
attempts to find mental peace carry priority
.over,- - recreation, .especially when one
considers that it is very possible to engage in
many forms of recreation without bothering
anyone else. The mere fact that a student
has a preference for a form of recreation
which disturbs others does not mean that a
student has a right to engage in such
activity. - ...
Noisy parties, stereos out windows, and '
loud music should be considered privileges --
subject to the -- assent of the entire
community (not just a few friends), and such
a privilege, should only ; be exercised
occasionally and with due consideration to
the --rest of the community (dorm, campus,
- roommate).
3. Students should hot assume that their
noise- - is acceptable unless someone
complains. A student should have the right .
to expect that heshe can sleep, study, or
relax without being forced to interrupt that .
activity in 'order to find and confront
someone who is being unreasonably loud, .
.While this right cannot always be
respected because students will sometimes
disturb others without knowing it, a student
should not be forced to regularly interrupt
hisher activity in order to have repeated
.-
-.
confrontations with someone who knew
that hisher behavior was likely to bother
others. '
'
-
4. B a student is forced to repeatedly
'. confront a situation, that student should be -
able to prevent further occurrences of the
problem through effective action of the Hall
. Council or Residence Staff .
If we take this statement of rights to be an
ideal - situation, how do we reach it?
.
Obviously it is necessary for people who
Noise Is Aninipyflinig
"V C continued from page 3 v
. 'v . --
" If a person believes he can turn down the
music next door, he is likely to be less tense
t then he would be if he believed he was totallypowerless (even though in both cases he
; might actually be powerless).' -- ' . .:
' The most interesting effect of fairly loud
;' noise (around the level of a lawnmower or a ".
: stereo that is loud enough to i make
" conversation difficult) is that it seems to
.
have a faily significant effect on how people
interact with each other To be specific,;
people tend to be less sensitive to other
people under noisy conditions.
..
' '
' In one study where a student who"
apparently had a broken arm "acckfentk.
dropped a pile of books in the path of a :
passer-b- y, : the ; passer-b- y --almost always
stopped to help if the area was quiet, but --
almost always walked right by if there was
loud noise :. present
.-
- (in this :-- case, a
lawnmower next door). -- - : L - : .
Stereo Volume Is Hiseussed
tend to beloud to be more considerateand
fair speakers away from trouble spots. Forto others, but it is also necessary for.
peopie wno are bothered to take some
active steps. ; r- - : ; --: v :
First, if someone is being bothered by
another person's -- noise, it is only fair to
inform the other person that there is a
problem before becoming upset. . The fist
example, if the noise problem is a result of
thin doors," point the speakers away from
the door. The ideal set-u- p is to have the
speakers separated and angled toward each
other so that both speakers are not pointing
at the same wall of door. ' ' -
KeeDina the soeakersfairlvlow and aimed '
-
.These results were" repeated in "other
experiments,, so this; single" test is not;
unique. Loud noise seems to toss people
.
"
...; a i-- -
mio a ae-personaiiz- ea environment where .
they are less sensitive to the cues and needs
of others. " . : ;; ',-.-- J;.
-- , Whatever the cause, a loud environment;
clearly , tends to damage the quality of
f"1 t. l it.- j.ne oniy ouvious exception wouia oe the ,
case of two people who are enjoying the same
loud noise toaether and are nnf huina -
:-
- that is neutral to the environment we live in.
While music is wonderful to be able to
enjy, ii i.ici3 a ueiume eneci on now people ;
.an wmn, imw uKv ieei. aiiu. nuw inev
interact with each other. Hopefully students
on inis campus wiu oegin to take some of
these factors 1 into consideration " before
r subjecting.other students to what, to them.
amy be simply annovina noise. " r:
(CPS-)- "We have
Fonda Talks
On "Free Enterprise
a new. body of rulers; 0
tyrants whose names you don't know and
confrontation should be polite, as the into furniture will help break up and absorb faces you don t recognize but wlwcontrol.
person maKing tne notse may honestly have the sound oeiore it leaves the-- room y""1 "' - ""c " "
"
been unaware that they could be heard (furniture like a bed jor couch is ideal for -- -
.
It didn't,---
.-
take long for Jane Fonda's
outside their room (in some dorms this is this).-An- d good listening conditions can still : rhetorical villain to assume ? ; definite
not infrequent)., - , ; . exist between ."the speakers . and the persona. Hours after 1300 students heard -
If one or two more corifrpntations are furniture. Wall hangings, curtains, and rugs her October 10 speech, Central Michigan
needed, it is fair to be moreforceful. Only, absorb a fair amount of sound and help-- University (CMU) president Harold Abel
when this approach does not work or when contain it in a room. ' : " " opened a letter expressing regret that CMU '
a complaining student meets complete Finally such simple things as closing your had permitted "communist sympathiser.
refusal should the case be referred to the -- Endows or door before cranking up the Fonda to "spread her venom against free a :
Hall Council or the Residence staff. . stereo can do a great deal to prevent your enterprise.1 Written- - by- -. Paul Oreffice;.- -
On the other hand, if a few confrontations rnusid from disrupting others. For every guy president of Dow Chemical USA, the letter
have failed to solve the problem the case on the hall " who wants to listen to your ' advised that "support of any kind from Dow -- ;
should be referred quickly before more - stereo, there is probably somebody who is Chemical to CMU has been stopped.'
people become annoved and the situation trying to study, sleep, or relax.
gets blown "but of proportion. The major ' Without " sounding totally dry - and
problems with noise control on this campus
are that many people don't think before
turning their-stereo- s up and that other
students generally do nothing to solve theproblem of noisy environment. ' -- J"
Many students complain only to their
friends and not to the people making the
noise, and all this does is create groups of
frustrated students who don't like earh
other.-- . - -- ,
- Students who enjoy ' music, but . are
concerned about the peole they may be
bothering can do a number of things to cut
down on problems. - -- The ! most obvious
solution is simply not to turn a stereo up too
loud. Even a small component system (12-1- 5
watts per channel) will be perfectly audible
at quarter volume, and the full range anddepth of any kind of music can be
appreciated at volumes not much higher
than this. - - . - - : . . -
Half volume will probably be clearly
audible outside the room, and listening
pleasure " is
. generally not enhanced by "
turning it upjouder than this unless you just "
get ott on noise (for stereos with more
wattage the estimates should be adjusted. --
At 25-3- 5 watts per channel a volume level of
2 out of.10" may bother the people" next :
door). : ;
...
.
: .
- Any effect that can be achieved by turning
the stereo up can generally be achieved just :
as well by
.
wearing headphones, sitting fr -
closer to the speakers, or by simply listening
to the music a little more carefully. '
A number of acoustic alterations can be
made on rooms to keep music from flowing
from one room to the next. First, walls and
floors "can"' act as sounding boards if
speakers are mounted on them, and music
may carry over into the room sharing the
wall or floorceilingl Speakers on
freestanding platforms generally don't cany'
as much. . " -- - . -- 'rr ,: : ,--
- Sound can also be controlled by directing
academic this is a college community and
the quiet. that is needed to function, in a
demanding intellectual community must
have priority over a highly specialized form
of entertainment,' especially -- when those
people who really need to have their music
at high volumes can meet their need without
violating the rights of the rest , of the
community.
"We must be certain that our funds are .
never used to" support --peoplejntent upon2
, destruction of freedom," wrote Oreffice.'.
; Dow bankrolls CMU to the annual tune of
about $70j000 dollars. While the bulk is k
targeted for specific, scientific projects, at --
small portion is funneled into the general .'
fund from which Fonda drew her $3500. .;
dollar fee. "
..
;". . --
.
1 : 'z
' Fonda's speech-basica- Dy a pitch for
' greater economic diversity and democracy-- -'
To demand that those students who want 'mentioned Dow Chemical only in an aside.
quiet go to the library ignores the fact that
many students Eke control over the noise
level in their rooms for more than academic
r purposes, and it is not only unfair but
unreasonable to demand that people vacate
their homes so that privileged members of
: the community can ; amuse , themselves
according to their personal standards. ...
About the author: Don Snow is an intern at
the College Of Wooster and has played in
. rock and bluegrass bands regularly for the
past ten years. He is presently into acoustic
music, classical, and progressive rock, and
is occasionally happy just to be able to hear ,
himself thirxkAThese two articles are the
results of three years of experience on the
Residence Halt staff, years of loving and
working with music, and research over the
summer :: into : acoustics ' and the
psychological effects of noise. . ; ; ...
When - pressed ' for examples of - what
Oreffice found particularly venomous in her- -
.
remarks. Dow spokesman Phil Schneider ;
admitted that it wasn't Fonda's speech per
se,
, but ' the anti-busine- ss aura . how, ;
permeating the universities that Dow found '
objectionable." -
.
"
- 7 ; ' ' o.vf
- Dow's action; reflects a , growing,
philosophy ofL industrial non-suppo- rt to
colleges critical of 'free enterprise.' In 1976,'
then Treasury Secretary William E. Simon .
warned that - unless industry consider --
economic sanctions against liberal colleges,. .
the "largesse of the free enterprise system :
will continue to finance its own destruction." ,
Simon's' argument wasn't original. In j
1972, disgruntled Princeton alumni formed v
an organization advocating , the use . of
financial leverage 'to maintain traditional;
continued on page 6 ,vT'':V'Wooster Hams To Sponsor Open House
The" Wooster"Ham. radio'" station '
WB8QPC, wiD sponsor an OPEN HOUSE
on Sunday, " January . 29 in Babcock ;
Internation House. The radio room will be
open from 1 to 4 p.m., : : '.
-- There will be a demonstration .
transmission" to Washington, D.C. Free "
literature win be available and there wiD be a
discussion of the potential of ham radio. ' ;'
- During the week of January 30 through
February 7 the radio room will be open
nightly from 7 to 8 p.m. . '.
; On February 5 the college van wiD be"
going to the Mansfield Hamfest convention, r
This - indoor ; event wiU feature V
representatives of the ARKL, plus displays
of aU types of 'radio gear, by majordistributors, (cb.'s, short wave, two meter :
fm, and just all kinds of ham gear new and :
used.) Even micro computers! -- ;;.;
,
; ;
. ;
If you'd liketo come along contact Stan ; 1
Honour at ext. 341 or Cam Cochran at ext.:,;
539 by February 3.-.r-. v ;
.
l.um milium e uiuu ueyona ii. --.- - - V
- : Research into the effects of noise make it
rloar that ttu --ai-- r- L-v- L .i -- uiui wiuvi fwr ai cuiy avsur CIS H ,
noise, including the stereo, as somethino
Haydhra "Recreated"
Music Review: The Wooster Concert Choir
T - ;i ---- "- by Lisa Vickery
V -- The Wooster Concert Choir's
Dertormance last bundau or rlavdn s 1 he
: Creation , was a display of - talent,
--: musiciansrup ana pienry oi nara worn.
" The 115 members oi the choir, under the
' direction of Dale Moore, were accompanied
by a full orchestra and decorated by the
- vunea - ui - unci: yueai 'auiuiaia iui 7
.uninterrupted mmutes oi nne cnorai music
AThe Creation is an oratorio telling the
; creation story as found in Genesis. It is a
conglomeration of a series of recitatives,
'airs and choruses. . . -- . . . .
' The narration is presented : by three
soloists who typify the angels Raphael, Uriel
-- and Gabriel.. While the , recitatives were
" the airs . and : choruses were musical
" hiahliahts which allowed both the choir and
soloists to shine. -- '
rThe first of the three parts composing
: Th Creation was introduced bu the
. orchestral "ReDresentation of Chaos. Part
One dealt mostly with the formation of the
distinction between night and day.
i f The last chorus of Part4 One, The
' Heavens Are Tefling", was "splendidly
'ebullient due to both Haydn's and the
choirs ettort.,. - --.- - ;. ,
."?' Vy im .il. l-t- .- 9CD?& a " tvnii vmra f mucu
- .. n r X J I . -
. t f. . f1 I '. wna m iron &c rna nnnnnii r kii nii
Pink Floyd. !; While several groups
--maintained an oligarchical position in the
progressive rock field, others survived by - ,
. maintaining small cult followings. One of the"
biggest bands of the 1970's, Yes, achieved
-
..-?- c in thwumi Annrnw enroim sold nil .. auv..c9 UI HM . r
. z,uuu seal aucuionums, cunwuKu mmu ...J Kit mnHjatiu0- .M -- 0 an
uiritproerformer ' named Peter Gabriel :
IrnniralK. then, that- - Genesis reached
e.marctantvn aftor nhripJ left when the0Upl -
- "Lamb Lies Down On Broadway" album
J: Phil Collins, however, proved to. be an
"excellent replacement for Gabriel, and after
. i . j i i ii --T:,.1. f tV.i Til", tne oana reieasea uieu hr-i- v v
... .
album they rut the , roaa , wiin iormer
" VocKmn Hrimson member Bill Bruford as'
guest drummer. The show concentrated -
r. nn tUotrifc anH fine;L had to maketC93 VII w Iwi -
up for this with then-- music, which they cua -
- with nreat srvKvmansnirj. i ne oana unit wu
taken for dead was revived, and
r
many who
.
-
: had never, heard ot tnem oeiore oecame
.-
-n
..uul srwtVuir t P "MJirtA and- lllffV ICKOKU vuri f . .
... .. . m - 1 t At; wnthvortna " ana conanueu uii uw uaiu w
success, even being able to fill such places --
as : the Cleveland Coliseum without: a -
backup band. Genesis had attained success
-- irr the past for their Eve performances
- repuiauuii, iirjr
one of the better live bands in existence .
today. Their new album "Seconds Out",
also their- - 10th, exemplifies their live .
performance tradition, and contains some
;. of their best musical pieces. . . - -
-- The opener, "Squonk", is a Led Zepplin
" type hard rocker, and is probably the most --
" FM played - track t on this album. : But -
M .1 - A 1A .Lwm kyrt 1 it AT)iuiuavu iy t w iui w k
: the LP. "The Carpet CrawT, which contains
some excellent mellow guitar work by Steve
-- Hackett. "Robbery, Assault, and BatteryV
; which Collins acts' out nicely on stage,
V fnlWias an1 svl rtrn ends with "Afterglow".
,-
- rte OTUy CUl irum vturji emu .3- -
...
- n .i.:j.t...)LanfrnmchuiinalhiimS.
recorded during the Gabriel days, and the
- band shows how much tighter their sound
' has becomi m trie past several years. "hirth
--
V f Fifth" contains an excellent instrumental
secton with Collins and Chester Thompson
Part Two dealt with the creation of
beasts and of mankind. Unlike the previous --
section, duets and trios by the guest soloists ,
were highlighted. The combination of the
three angels, the choir and the orchestra
produced a vigorous and energetic sound.
- "The Garden of Eden was the setting for ;
the concluding portion of The Creation,
where the voices of Raphael and Gabriel are --
transformed into the voices of Adam and
Eve. Haydn ends The Creation before the ;
fall of 'mankind so that the piece endsjoyously and triumphantly with the - full
choir, orchestra and a complete quartet. V
All three of the soloists possessed
beautiful voices. Raphael, the baritone-bas- s
part, was sung by John Seabury, a Wooster
alumnus. His voice was heavy and rich with
deep luxuriousness. Richard Miller sang the
tenor part of Uriel with an almost bell or
' chime-lik- e quality. Mary Bucher's sweet,
flowing and unpretenkxis soprano voice
, was the voice of the angel Gabriel.
The Creation is a gorgeous oratorio.
Haydn develops many different moods
: through his ;' varied" uses of melodies,,
countermelodies, ; tempos and time
signatures. These techniques add to both
the piece's quality and to its arduousness. '.
The Wooster Concert . Choir should be
congratulated for the 'successful results of
their energy and musicianship. -- ' '. " 7
Genesis Comes Of Age
.'7 . "-- -v-- .'Ror-rtfvl RwuHif"-rV-,- V . . (who was guest drummer on tour) providing
double percussion. Next is "I Know. What I
Like", which is somewhat overtong with the --
same riff being played in the background for,
several minutes. The side ends with what is
perhaps the bands most well known song,
"The Lamb Lies Down On Broadway", and
fades . into. The Musical BoxVJ,"whicK .
appeared on the band's third LP, "Nursery
Crymes"..
.
' -- V':. .
Every band has a song which is
considered its classic, and "Suppers Ready"
is Genesis. This piece, which sounds as if it
was taken from the book of Revelation,
moves through many moods and tempos,
with another teaming up of drummers
Thompson and Collins. The song concerns
the threat of man destroying himself, ending
on the note that there is a final solution
coming in the future.
Side four begins with "Cinema Show",
and keyboardist Tony Banks is allowed the
spotlight for several minutes which Yes
would never allow Wakeman. The album
ends with ' Oance On A VolcanoLos
Endos", with a heavy drum solo between the
two and an excellent jam at the end of the
. '
:
'.piece. - : .--
Although Stereo Review, High Fidelity,
and Rolling Stone rarely give progressive
bands a break, there is no doubt that these
groups have begun the new era which rock
is heading into. At a time when rock is being
continued on page 10
ACROSS
1 Jet --
7 Goes away
13 Doble Glllls's glrV
.
: friend,- - et al. .
15 Small crown , -
16 Senior citizen,
usually" - -
17 Dance performance
18 Formation .
19 Roman 151
21 system
22 Polynesian warriors
"
23 Statement, of
faith " "V- - :-- .
25 College in Houston
26 Telephone-di- al trio
27 Actress Norma
29 - Synephrlne
30 Gulf-sta- te food
. fishes
32 Jazz Instrument
34 F1rst-rat-e
35 Baseball's Manny
36 Actor Navarro
38 Gridiron play
41 Comedy producer
: Roach '
42 Reads
44 Editor's Insertion
In a quote.
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46 Luplno and Cantor
48 Wood turning machine
49 Sound amplifier
50 Covered with
- hoarfrost
52 . neck shirt
53 Pioneer. 1n',mental ' r
' health
54 Varnish Ingredient
56 Do car work
58 Oscar
59 box, 1n
psychology
60 U.S. industrialist,
Samuel
61 Avaricious
V DOWN
1 Layers
2 Richard Burton film
(2 wds.)
3 Frantic scramble(2 wds.) -
.
4 Inventor Howe
5 Breezy
6 The ever-popul- ar
Busch .
7 Oriental actor
Jack
8 Technical name for
the shank
Helicopter part
10 Dye Ingredient
11 Dangerous ones
12 Car accessory
14 Discharge
15 Town --
20 Pastures
23 Waterway ' '
24 Aficionado T
27. Senator Jackson
28 Last
31 On the
33 Harbor, Maine- -,
35 Flirtatious fellows
36 Math symbol
37 California city or
shaded walk
38 Stringed Instrument
of old
39 Stupid
40 Compared
41 Former Senator
Fong,' et al.
43 Poe's bird
45 Dieter's food
47 What to do with a
new watch (2 wds.)
49 Creator of
W1nn1e-the-Po- oh
51 Measure of medicine
53 Poker hand
55 And not
57 Record of heart .
activity
Cincinnati Opera Schedules Choral Auditions
'.The Cincinnati Opera has scheduled
, auditions for places in the chorus for the
1978 season. General Director, James de
' Blasis, has announced that singers may try
out from noon to 5:00 p.m. on Saturday,
February 11, and Sunday, February 12,
1978, in the large rehearsal hall in Musk
Hall. Entry is through the 14th Street door
on the north side of Music Hall. - -- :
Auditions are by appointment only and
Betty Schulte at the Opera Office will assign
the time. She may be reached by calling the
Cincinnati Opera, 1241 Elm Street
Cincinnati, Ohio 45210, phone (513) 621-- .
'--.r.--.---
----v ' -1919.
Eligible for the auditions are men, women,
students and non-studen- ts - who have
prepared one standard aria best suited to
their voices. Mr. de Blasis, Robert Peterson,
Administrative; & Development Director,
and Byron Dean Ryan, Chorus Master, will
hear the auditions. ' '- - ..
.;'- -
..... Cincinnati Opera will present an
extended 1978 season of six operas and an
operetta, THE STUDENT PRINCE. The.,
season opens June 21, with THE TALES
OF HOFFMANN (sung in English) with
Cincinnati favorite John Alexander as
- Hoffmann, continuing with . LUCIA DI
LAMMERMOOR which features "exciting
New York City Opera soprano Catherine
Malfitano . and brilliant Met tenor Neil
ShJcoff; the double bill CAVALLERIA
RUSTICANAPAGLIACCI stars Harry
Theyard as both Turridu and Canio; Sherrill
Milnes portrays his famous MACBETH; LA
BOHEME features Ellen Shade as Mimi;
and DIE WALKURE returns to the
Cincinnati stage after a fifty year absence.
The ever-popul- ar THE STUDENT PRINCE
closes the season August 5. ,
Season tickets may be ordered now by
mail from the Cincinnati Opera, Music Hall,
1241 Elm Street, Cincinnati, Ohio 45210.
Free brochures with complete information
are available upon request.
Pot Busts Decline
But Still High
(CPS)-Mariju- ana arrests increased
dramatically last year after declining in 1975
for the first time in ten years.
According to the FBI's annual Uniform
Crime Reports released in September,
441,000 arrests occurred. The high figure
almost equals 1974's figure of 445,000
arrests.
A frightening aspect of law enforcement
attention and activity was revealed in the
report. The number of marijuana arrests in
1976 were more than the total combined
arrests for the violent crimes of criminal
homicide, rape, robbery and aggravated
assuah. :
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Zip on down and open up a savings
account today. We have the way to make
sure youU have money at the end of the
quarter. Remember free (no service charge)
traveler's checks if you show your college
I.D.
First Federal
Savings & Loan Association
of Wooster
1812 Cleveland Road
2647812
For U.S. F
(CPSHEacb year, hundreds of American
students who have been rejected in the
intense competition for admission to
American medical schools go overseas for
their medical education. Eventually most
- US foreign medical students (USFMS) want
to transfer back to American shcools. Re-- ,
entry is difficult, though, as few foreign,
schools are considered to be par to
American schools and a powerful medical
establishment severely restricts transfer
admissions.
Now it appears that re-entr- y for many
third year students will be facilitated-b-y the
federal government. A recently amended
bill requires medical schools receiving
federal enrollment-base- d 'capitation grants'
to increase third year enrollment next year
by five percent-usi- ng USFMS transfer
students. Refusal by schools to comply
means forfeit of federal funds.
Reactions to the clause-t- he Guadalajara
Clause to the Health Professions
Educational Assistance Act-va-ry radically. "
Students and backers of the measure are
elated. Medical schools are sharply
opposed, charging government coercion
and interference in academic processes. .
The feeling of many in the medical
establishment is that the transfers would,
only add to an excess of doctors.
The advantages for the eligible students
are apparent. A transfer would mean a
return to family and friends and a more
prestigious degree for US practice. Also,
many countries, notably Mexico, require a
period of social service from medical
graduates.
American medical schools are up in arms.
So far, 15 medical institutions have said they
will give up the government money rather
than accept the transfer students. Although
the schools stand to lose a total of $11
million in aid, they plan to refuse it, claiming
the conditions for loss of aid for non-- --
compliance is an invasion of academic
freedom. Four universities - Harvard, Yale,
John Hopkins and Stanford - have laid the
groundwork for a suit challenging the
constitutionality of the law.
Many administrators, wary of the
appearance of substandard schools abroad
9e
that seem to be designed specifically to
attract' Americans rejected from US
schools, are doubtful of the quality of
, training some USFMSs have received. Also,
American schools start clinical training
earlier than foreign schools and the quality
of the training is considered better.
Some felt the law's conditions were unfair
to other rejected American applicants who
could not go abroad. The bill "aims at a
privileged group", said UCLA dean of
Public, Health, Robert Tranquada, as the
high cost of travel 'and absence - of
scholarships at foreign schools insure that
many USFMSs come from wealthy families.
. Administrators have been upset, in fact,
since the unamended Guadalajara clause
was passed last fall. The unamended version
called for a six percent enrollment increase
and, most 'importantly, bypassed the
schools normal standards for admission in
favor of HEW standards-tw-o successful
years in a foreign school and passage of Part
I of the National Board of Medical
Examiners exam. Officials were outraged by
what they viewed as a lowering of their
academic standards. - .
.
The compromise bill allows the school to :
use their admission standards and gives the'r
Secretary of HEW authority to waive
enrollment - regulations if acceptance of
additional students would jeopardize the
school's accreditation, or lower the oualitv
of clinical training. If the school makes a
gooa-tait- n ettort to meet regulations but
finds too few eligible transfer students, the
requirements are waived.
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:x Undoubtably the conditions for waiving of
Jees have taken away much of the punch of
the original clause. While upset
administrators have largely calmed down,
and some may reapply for the capitation
grants, ", controversy still surrounds the
. motives for the clause. '
The intent, as defined by Congress, was
to spur the training of more doctors by
guaranteeing 800-90- 0 additional places in
American schools for USFMS's. But most
- American medical authorities, including the
Association, of American Medical Colleges
(AAMC) and the American Medical
Association (AMA), say that there is an
over-abundanc- e of doctors." The AAMC
v cites statistics of doubled medical school
enrollment in the past decade, producing
more than 100,000 doctors and resulting in
an all-tim- e high average of one doctor for
every 500 people -
-
- The problem, rather is one of
"maldistribution', said a spokeswoman for
AAMC. General practitioners and
: specialists abound in upper class- - suburbs,
but few doctors are found in low-statu- s,
Sometimes low-payin- g jobs in ghettos and
rural areas. - . "
However, some observers say the AAMC
.
and the AMA's claims of over-productio- n of
doctors is inaccurate, especially for the
thousands of people without adequate
health care. David Papke, dean of Yale
University's Davenport College, terms the
talk of surplus a "market-contro- l '
smokescreen", 'and suggests that the
problem of the USFMS's will not abate as
long as the medical establishment refuses to
significantly expand enrollment in domestic
schools.
The principal group lobbying for passage
of the bill appears to be relatives of the
.
students, many of whom are affluent. It was
observed that the groups demonstrated an '--'
influence with federal and state legislatures
far out of proportion to its numbers. And
certainly legislators were influenced by the
testimonies of the families separated from .
spouses or children.
-- ; Circumstance was perhaps the most
important factor for passage of the bilL
Starting in the early 1960's legislators
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were told that there was a shortage of
physicians, particularly in rural areas and
the inner city and in the primary care areas..
It was argued in behalf of the USFMSs that .
they should be welcomed to US medicine to
redress the balance.
.
CjUuv
262-816-3
lit!
Legislators" were hearing arguments both
from, constituents who .lived. .in places
without doctors and also from supporters
who want their families or friends to become
US-educat-ed doctors, as well as be reunited
with them.
..
'
, V " - "v, '.
The arguments were strong enough to
pass the bd, but- - the resistance from the
medical schools --. has changed some .
outlooks. House and Senate conferees are
continued on page 10 . JJ.
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Meciicai School -- Options
.
(CPS)-T- he
.
big springtime' squeeze-- it
happens evey year when premedical under-- '
graduates learn of their fate in the medical
.' school --. sweepstakes.' Annually, - 45,000
- students will apply for entrance in one of the
country's .120 medical schools. Two-third- s
of them will be turned away. v
: Some will try again the next year. Some
' will get laborer jobs and start making big
money right away. Some-curren- tly 8,000 of
- them-w- ill go to a foreign medical school.
Over 5,000 of the US foreign medical
',. students (USFMS) will engage the services
" of a foreign school placement agency. The
: 20 some services, located mainly in New
York; Boston, and Los Angeles, will
promote foreign programs, process
applications, expedite visa requests and
provide tips on living abroad. They vary
"., greatly in competency and honesty, reports'
David Papke in The New Leader, but all
charge heartily: a sizeable application or
.
subscription fee-- in one case $750and as
. much as $4,000-$5,00- 0 for final placement.
: Although most jof, the agencies perform
the services as stated, the shady dealings of
; some agencies have given the business a
bad name. "Most of the agency activities are
not strictly illegal," says Susi Wugmeister,
chief advisor in the Yale College premed
program, . "but agencies do . fool
people. .They hook onto panic-stricke- n
premeds and charge huge fees without
providing totally reliable services."'. :
For example: Recently a New York
; agency was caught selling . places in a
nonexistent Haitian medical school."" More
common is a ploy of stringing along a
marginal medical school candidate, baiting
the student with vague promises of a
--transfer to an American school, when such
transfer --options . are severely limited. ,
. Another gimmick is granting a fellowship or .
b '.io One of
.
the more subtle-a- nd more
pervasive-dange- rs of many agencies is their
-
- failure to accurately distinguish ... among
foreign schools. The consensus of
specialists is that the best alternative for a
person turned down by a domestic school is
a state-supporte- d - European one. But
- Western European countries have recently
imflrioved to restrict free access to Americans
"l . and other - foreigners. West Germany,
I V Austria and Switzerland have cut down USy t- - i n I i o I
-- appucanis, ana oetguim ana opain nave
' fadopted strict quota systems. -
Consequently, agencies increasingly rely
- on schools of lesser renown in Mexico,
India, the-Phillipin- es and the Caribbean.
One of the most reputable of these is the
Autonomous university or uuaiaiaiara,
rV which has attracted 2,500 well-organiz- ed
'and vocal American students. -
. There is also a qrowinq number of
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undersized proprietary schools that lack
official recognition from their own
countries, much less the World Health
Organization. These primarily money-makin- g
ventures have sprung up during the
last few years, particularly in Mexico and the
Caribbean : in : direct , response to the
availability of American medical school
candidates. They have "open" slots in their
entering classes, but their facilities are of
poor quality and students sometimes finish
several years of study only to find that they
"are - poorly prepared for US licensure
exams. Their sole option then becomes
abroad. ' "'- - "practicing ;
'
-- r Overall, the agencies appear to be a risky
y, and impractical venture. Apparently, there
" are not quality guidelines.. The Association
of American Medical Colleges accreditation
: process provides a screening mechanism
tor schools on Ub territory but not beyond.
Perhaps the realities of foreign placement
agencies is expressed best by one who
' knows', a 1976 Yale College graduate: "They
: charge you an arm and a leg for things you
can do on your own for a couple hundred
bucks." . ..-- ,..' ' "
The Foundation reports that consumers,
conservationists, farmers and environ-
mentalists strongly support legislation
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LET THE MEN OF WISDOM SPEAK '
luf HAVF A BIT, JOB WE HAVE A JOB THAT IS BIGGER THAN US WE HAVE SUCH A JOB THAT UNBORNBbVeSTOTOCOME WHL BE THANKFUL FOR WHAT WE DO . SO 1 BEG YOU TODAY
TO BEAUZE THAT WE'VE GOT AN ARMY HERE. AND WE CANWIN MS7 GREGORY
- ; Z. '.-.- ; - FEST1VAI. FOR LIFE. OTTOW A. CANADA
, ABORTION FACTS .
,C.TU . . -- ',ru It R104 OGICAL MATTER VIABILITY DFPFN! )SENTIREI Y ON THE RELATION OF AHUMBSaCT -- TOT ENWHONMEMT IN WHKTH Hf ISPtACED. AS ANHELLEGERS
NTTOUr AN ADULT STRIPPED NAKED AND PIECED ON THE NORTH POLE SUDDENLY
rviABLE ANAIOGOUSIY A FETUS RIPPED FROM HIS MOTHERS WOMB SUFFERS AluDTN LOSOTfE CAPABBiTYTO StJRVIVE. IN THE ENVIRONMENT IN WHICH HE HAD BEEN
EX THEfETUS WAAS VIAWf. AS ANY OF IS W O.H00SES.. .
''
ABORTION TAKES HUMAN LIFE
T WAYNE COUNTY RKiHT TO LIFE SOCIETY 264-528- 9 -
'
-
v FMPAC EmrT-nK- - - f- - I 72 MANSFIFJ J)
fluctuated by the waves of Nature and the
surrounding environments, his life in this-worl- d
would not be meaningful at all.
Even the greatest men in the world find a
sense of humility when they look up to the
sky and its complexities.
.
.
Those who base American soap operas
as reality may be led to a false belief that
half of Americans are doctors and nurses
and the other half lawyers.
.
Although not to the great extent as in the
past, still the major function of children,
today, in their relations with parents is the
former's role as the object of the later 's
overwhelming expectations.
When people say that "we" should give
more than "we" should receive ("we" being
Piko'o Peak
Comoro Shop
IN THE RAM AO A INN -
Do Your Winter Photos
With Pikes Piak Camera Shop
WMMMMMMMMMM
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Deposit Legislation Advocated by EAF
(CPS)--Th- e Environmental Action
Foundation,' a Washington, D.C.-base- d
organization, began its national campaign to
demonstrate support for deposit legislation
January 6. Thousands of empty, non-returna- ble
cans reportedly flooded the
White House as part of the "Containers to
-- Carter" campaign, a grassroots effort to
convince President Carter to support
legislation aimed at reducing the use of non--
returnable , beverage bottles and cans.
placing a mandatory five-ce- nt deposit on "but we need President Carter's endorse- -
non-returnab- le bottles and cans because of ment and active support to get this bill
the large energy savings, tower consumer through Congress." Legislation to enact a
' costs and reduced litter that would result- - national deposit system is pending both the
from such a law.
The Environmental Protection Agency
and Energy Secretary James Schlesinger
.support such a law," said Diane
MacEachern, cordinator of the campaign.
The Great American
ESCAPE
Dream a little. Play a little, but most of all, relax and enjoyl
We have hobbies aod crafts for the whole family at family
prices. '. ;:.
Take advantage of old-fashion-ed service - come in,
browse, ask questions and check out our amazing line of
stock! -
..
...
.
: Treasure House uHobbles
Phone 2 16264-3- 1 33 236 W. liberty St.
House and Senate; the Senate Commerce
Committee will hold hearings on the bill Jan.
25 27.
"Containers to Carter" is scheduled to
run between Jan. 6 and Jan. 20.
...Dollar For Thought...
v,J,. , Li,n . Ko. 5,oDr.,v u.. -- A.,. J ' by Richard W. An every soul in this earth), they are making a
already inflated fee.
-- V - If man had no freedom of will and was" crucial mathematical error.
It is a real pity that so much of our
precious paper is wasted today by those
self --claimed writers, who in majority publish
nothing more than mere diaries, in which
contain a great deal of thoughts on daily
weather.
Maturity is developed by the elapse of
time, but one's Will is achieved by choice
and efforts.
Be watching for information on LCB's
upcoming special program, January 30th
through February 4th--Televisi- on Media
Week. Sponsored by Lowry Center Board
Speakers and Topics committee, the
program will provide a week of films,
speakers and demonstrations that will
examine the impact of television on our
lives.
I Flair TravoL
Consultants
346 E. BOWMAN ST.
For Your
Convenience
Just off the College
Campus - For ALL
Your Travel Inquiries
and Needs,
CALL
264-650- 5
m
I II i ii i M
'A
n
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-- ;
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Down With Fonda! I Ohio BalletReturns, to Woo
.continued from page 6 '
.
--
academic standards. Dubbed - the
"concerned Alumni of Princeton', they
spearheaded a letter writing campaign
urging business leaders to adopt guidelines
insuring that their gifts would not be used in
"any way, shape or fashion to undercut the
free enterprise system." They theorize that
without industrial support, universities will
collapse. ;
plundered with such atrocities as Kiss and
the Sex Pistols, progressive rock give those '
who actually like to sit down and listen to
music an alternative.
Thursday, Feoruary 2 at 8:15 in McGaw
Chapel, the Ohio Ballet will be presenting a
performance of three acts, to be followed by
a full audience reception with refreshments.
Lowry Center Board, in conjunction with
the Wooster Art Center, is sponsoring the
event.' .. . J
,
.-
-.
t . ..-
-
- It is also being supported by individual
patron and sponsor donations of twenty and
thirty dollars. This will mark the ballet's first ,.
: appearance in Wooster since November,
75. -
Gonoctc fC AlfoVrm-- f ' Fr tnc promotion of the arts, there willlOniLCI IlaLIVt: ho cnrl matiruw rrWroaru-- o W
the benefit of area school children and also
will provide a chance for senior citizens to
attend the ballet at a reduced rate. '--. . i
Tickets may be
.
purchased for
. the
V ABORTION C
Up Thru 14 Weeks ' ; ;
Safe and Gentle - : k
Akr6n's Most Experienced ,
- Clinic
.
:-
-. ; "
; Moderate Fee, ADC Accepted
Personalized and Confidential
AKRON WOMEN'S CLINIC
513 W. Market St. :
Call Collect 0 535 6178
YOUR ATTENTION PLEASE!
WE'RE MAKING MANY CHANGES AT
'
the - ,r':v";sK;;:vi:(''';;;--- '
COMMERCIAL
BANKING & TRUST COMPANY
WITH YOU, OUR COLLEGE
'
-
- CUSTQMERS, IN MIND!
ONE CHANGE IS OUR NAME
WE'RE NOW...
THE
CENTRAL TRUST
COMPANY OF WAYNE COUNTY -
All the good reasons you had for banking at Commercial,
are now at CENTRAL TRUST of - Wayne
County....downtown Wooster and College Hills Shopping
Center. Same fine people; same local service in a personal
and friendly manner.
Our state-wid- e Central Trust affiliation to practical use;
modernizing our main office; and installing the Dav and
Night Electronic Bank Tellers are all ways of improving our
servic io tou, on campusi. -
" TV
DAY and
NIGHT BANK
141 North Walnut St
,; ,'
"-
- and .... v
Thursday night performance at Lowry
Center, Maurer's Pharmacy, Wooster
Music,-o- r Central Trust Company. Prices
are Adults $4.00, and students and children
-
-$2.00.. - -- -
Med. Education
"'. continued from --
beginning
page 8 ; ".
a " review of - existing health-manpow- er
legislation with an eye toward
finding alternative ways for the government
to support medicaf education. The --
conferees noted the number of dissenting
schools raises a "significant question" about
using , the ,"" grants as a "vehicle" for '.;
accomplishing public-polic- y objectives". 4
"a different audio experience"
OG"G(30O4JS ci
DO c
VOICE Improving
Despite Too; Much
National News feS
: upon the CPS news service. The issues
addressed .; are . obviously of jiational -- "
importance, but one can read ajnational
publication for such news. The Voice is a '
college newspaper and t think it should --V
address- - issues directly involving
. the
campus. If I want to read the leftist attitude
on nuclear energy or labor disputes I could I :
read the New Republic, I would really like
to see a little more campus oriented news
and perhaps a broader political spectrum ""
represented m the features you publish.
'
:-
--
'. --
. Sincerely, yL;;
" V u3 C '" Lawrence J. Baldanza ''
STARTING MONDAY JAN. 9 S i
AND ENDING SATURDAY JAN. 14 Sgi
ALli RECORDS AND TRACKS 1
AND PRE-RECORDE- D CASSETTES
$1 OFF PRICES MARKED
THOUSANDS OF RECORDS
HUNDREDS OF TAPES
AT$1 OFF
College ID Discount not effective
;
:
.
--
" during sale week ": ;
."Specials" and "cutouts" not on sale
(ins,'da end cpsfsirs) PHONE 264-21-61
OPEN 30 --5:20
;'Jf,f - 1'," ''Vlrl t ' ' fltlflMlllll
It)
v i
: 1
scotSwiiinrnmeirs
by pave Koppennaver
How does a team take the short end of an
- 82-3- 4 count and drawanything positive from
it? . . . .
,
; If you're the Scot swim team you
- remember that you were facing Division I
Cleveland State. Then you take a look at
your times; the watch does not lie. --.
That's exactly what - coach Bryan
- Bateman did after the .Scots took that
.
lopsided loss to the Vikings Saturday. And
"' the results were not nearly so dreary as the
score. In fact, the Scot swimmers, as
Bateman pointed "out, "are looking very
'J' good in the national picture." , . : - --
','. Though the Scots captured just three
firsts, several of the times were exceptional.
Junior Ail-Americ- an Mark Pruiss led the
charge, showing why he is defending Ohio
Conference champion in the 200 individual
medley, with a 2:04.6 win in that event. "
That time was one second off the hoped-fo- r
national qualification but was also the
fourth fastest time in Division III this season..
And it was a full four seconds faster than his
', time at this point last season.
: Fellow . AH-Americ- an, sophomore Stan
McDonald, won the 200 butterfly with a
2.-03.- 1, the sixth fastest Division ffl time in
the nation this season. He, too, just missed
national qualification, r
"We had his pace set up for the cutoff."
Bateman noted, "but he just didn't have the
.
conditioning yet. He died in the last 50."
' The final winner of the day was the 400
medley relay, when the Cleveland team was
disqualified. The foursome of 'senior AH-- "
American John Wilson, McDonald, and
, freshmen Ray
t de la Pena and Dave
Unsworth swam a 3:49.5, the seventh
fastest national time to date,
. : '.
Still Bateman , was disappointed to: a
" degree. The Scots had gone into a mini-tape- r,
resting somewhat on Thursday and
.
Friday. - ' - '
"We had hoped to make a few national
qualifications," the coach admitted. "I can't
blame the team though. We've just gotten
back from a Christmas break -- so they
' weren't quite in good enough shape. And I
think the taper was one day short." ... .
f?-i- - Having a good time
Still there were some pretty impressive
times, and not just in the three victories.
- Pruiss, in addition to his 200 IM, led off the
" 400 freestyle .relay with a 49.69, the fifth
' fastest 100 time nationally this winter.
John Wilson's 200 backstroke' time of
2:06.8 ranks him in the top six nationally.
And sophomore Paul Lugg continued to
show vast improvement. He swam legs of
51.1 and 51.2 in the Scots' 400"medley and
400 free relay B units. "As far as I'm
concerned that earns him a spot on the 400
. freestyle A team," Bateman said. ."He's got
the third or fourth fastest 100 on the team."
Senior co-capta- in Scott Wilson's 2:13 in
the 200 IM was a personal best by over five
seconds and showed that he can become a
real threat in the 400 IM at the OAC meet.
Sophomre AH-Americ- an Dean Johnson
swam his first 200 butterfly ever and his 2:13
would have put him in the top eight of the
BE ALL AVE
ECON-O-WAS- H ".
(Jul North tha Collega) -
24 Hour Coin-O- p Laundry
Dry Cleaning 8- - 4:15
Grace's Wine
"Shoppe "
248 W. North Street
262-58S- 6
THE
XT
fr tha Collaga Hill SHOPSheppinfl Cntar - A
Phona: 262-884- 6
'3
ft
I
i.7
i-
-
Dumped
conference last winter. "Hell probably drop
a second or two every time he swims it,".
Bateman said. - 'J
And finally freshman Jeff Strater's 5:02
500 freestyle was just one second off his
personal best. Coming this early in the
season it showed the slim first-yea- r man
mau surprise some people this winter.
r
--
.
De
"We're going to push hard for about two
weeks now," said Bateman. "We're going to
pick the yardage up to 11 or 12 thousand
and then gradually add quality. The most
important thing is to keep everyone healthy
during the push."
With Saturday off from competition and
no meet until Jan. 27 the Scots should be
January 20, 1978, WOOSTER VOICE, Page 1 1
pure
6--7 senior captain Wayne Allison has dominated play in the middle this season. A Hwt.-Power- s (PS) by forfeit
first team All-Oh- io Conference pick last season, he leads the OAC in field goal
accuracy (.604) and is among the leaders in scoring (18 ppg) Photo by Mark Snyder.
JOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO-- J
;
II Public Squor : c . " Phon 262-588- 6 j
1
f ARCH'S HIDDEN GARDEN
Vegetarian Dinners Served
2
"
: Our specials: Fresh salads r
: Tacos Eggplant sandwiches -
Araeados Soy borders - '-- :--
'
' ' Herbal teas Smoothies and juices
o
- We have meat, too! v i ;
Cone see us at -
.
V: '
.or Call us at
131 N. Market ' 264-476- 7
I
'sao
VOniD-VID- E
TRAVEL
SERVICE
'TAKES YOU J
a - tT I
nines
able to build up a substantial base.
Bateman ' summed up the Scots
performance, "I'm not sure I didn't expect
too much of our guys." Bateman said, "To
make national cutoffs this early would have
been amazing, but I was expecting amazing
things. You have to break into the national
picture."
.
'
.
-
-
1 Scotties ShowBalance, Depth
by Joseph T. Williams
J At the beginning of any athletic season a
. coacn is imeiy to lose nerseii in anticipation
of a good season and exaggerate the ability
of her team. Therefore, when women's
varsity basketball coach Nan Nichols states --
that "this year's team is the best (she's ) ever
coached" several wrinkles are likely to
appear on a listener's forehead.'
In order to assess Nichols' statement,
let's look closely at her team.
Looking at Wooster's varsity records, it is
difficult to question NichoFs statement. All
the records are held by three returning
lettermen!
,
Kim Fischer holds the team single game
and season record for most steals (6;34) and
highest free throw percentage, (8-8-; 84
continued on page 12
Wrestling Wresults
WOOSTER 28 Marietta 25
118-Simo- n (W) by forfeit
.
126 McKintric (M) dec. Simon (W) 9-1-1- 34
Balmext (M; ,. ..wed Stansbery (W) 5:30
142-Corra- ds (M) dec. Seitz (W) 5-- 0
150-Kingze- tt (M) pinned King (W) 4:28
158-Walto- n (W) dec. Stansfield (M) 12-- 3
167-S- t. Claire (W) by forfeit
177-Dea- n Walker (W) pinned Pope (M) 5:30
190-Grubau- gh (W) by forfeit ,
Hwt.-Le- y (M) by forfeit "
Mount Union 30 Wooster 21
118-Simo- n (W) by forfeit
126-Sieg- el (W) pinned Johnson 4:49
134-Stansbe- ry (W) pinned Kingsley 1:53
142-Payn- e (Mt.) dec. Russell (W) 5-- 2
150-Parri- ll (Mt.) pinned McKimmie (W) 3:24
158-Walto- n (W) dec. Janikts (Mt.) 6--3
167-Stuffe- ll (Mt.) pinned Gerald 3:49
177-Yeec- e (Mt.) by forfeit
190-Hah- n (Mt.) dec. Grubaugh (W) 2-- 0
Hwt.-Wflco- x (Mt.) by forfeit .
. Penn St. Erie 31 Wooster 15
118-Simo- n (W) by forfeit
i 126-Phan- ut (PS) dec Siegel (W) 6--3
1 134 Stevens (PS) pinned Stansbery (W) 2:40
v 142-Antel- ik (PS) dec. Seitz (W) 10-- 2
150-Gorto- n (P5) dec. King (W) 5-- 3
158-Walto- n (W) by forfeit
167-Johns- on (PS) dec. Walker (W) 5-- 2
177-Kin- g (PS) by forfeit
190-Grubau- gh (W) dec. Oteary (PS) 3-- 1
WOOSTER FISH
Dp So Foods
featuring...
lobster
catfish
. shrimp
frog legs
turbot
Oysters
scallops
BBQribs
RESTAURANT
.
and
RETAIL FRESH FISH
262-833- 1
230 N. Buckeye
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,Komnmdballers Face
"
. by David Johns - --
.". For the second time this season, Wooster
; has defeated . last- - year's, Division . HI
champion, Wittenberg. That - impressive
victory, along with a win over Kenyon last
week, put the cagers in good position for
another northern division title. -- .'
Currently, the Scots share the no. 1 spot
. with Baldwin-Wallac-e, but that will change
tomorrow when the two teams clash inside
Timken. Both, teams hold perfect 3-- 0
records in the OAC, but Wooster leads the
entire capital conference in overall play with
an 112 record. . . -
' Wooster did not simply beat Wittenberg--- !
they defeated them soundly, 72-5- 7. in an
I percent). . . : - . : .
' goal percentage for one game (63 percent;7
.
r 11). Forward Val Walton holds the record
- tor highest field goal percentage (47
percent) for a season.' Last year as a
freshman Val tied the team record for most
rebounds (21) for a game. She shares that
' record with Laura Page. Laura holds single
game and. season records in three
.
catagories: : field goals (11 game,
easdn), free throws made (10;42) and
points (31228).
.
JBut three talented . players don't
necessarilv make a good team. Part of
coach - Nichols' confidence can be
attributed to the team's depth' and
versatility. The other two starters are Cindy
Bar- - and Arm Cleary. Cindy, a senior, is
.
extremely well played game. It was a display
of machine-lik- e harmony and versatility.
The Tigers grabbed an early 6-- 2 lead, but
the Scots turned the tables and worked up
to an 11-- 6 advantage with 1426 on the
clock. At half-tim- e, Wooster led by four,
,
thanks largely' to their accurate shooting.
They hit 13 of 22 action shots, compared to
Witt's 12 of 25. , " .
The Scots continued to dominate
throughout the second half, shooting with
deadly accuracy and eating up the clock
with their well practiced passing attack.
They hit 11 of 18 outside shots that half,,
giving them a game average of 60 percent.
At only one point did Wooster seem in
If '-
"-
-
-
(r---. - l .!
r -
)' -
Soph sub Mike McCormack hits defensive boards! Photo by Mark Snyder.- -
'7 continued from page 11 ... . ' : --: .
clearly one of the teams tup oetensive
players and will co-captai- n the team with
Kim Fischer. Ann started on last year's team ;'
and is capable of playing guard or forward.
..When the starters are on the bench, the
.
team doesn't lose much. Sophomore Pat "
Buda lettered last year and should be one of ".
the first off the bench. Pat is not likely to set
"any team records, but she is a fine all-arou- nd
player. Sophomores Jo Heywood and Rose ,- -
73 ' Miekley are two other returning lettermen ,
-
from last year's team. . -- ' -
K.C. Clark,- - Judy Miller and Trish-Wilker- son
will be playing varsity ball for the i
first time. They started on the junior varsity ,
last : year. Jean . Campbell is - the lone
freshman on the squad. Nichols' statement --
that this year's team has more depth than --
any ; she has ever- - coached cannot . be "
doubted. '
i This weekTcotportTsThedule:1 ' , . - , ... -- ".' : : -
Basketball (11-2- ) vs. Baldwin-Wallac- e (3-- 0 in OAC) Saturday, Jan. 21, 7:30, home, and
Oberlin, Tues., Jan. 24. -- . -- ' ' ' . '- -' .
Wrestling (2-2- ) at the Ohio State Intercollegiate Tournament in Columbus, Sat, Jan. 21,
and vs. Ohio Northern, Fri Jan.27, away. : . :- -. ; ' ' .. : - ' -- .'- -
Swimming (0-- 1, OAC Relays champions 2nd straight year) vs. Kenyon (OAC champions for
past 24 consecutive years) Fri., Jan. 27, away. - : r '.-.- : y
Indoor Track ooens with open meet in Otterhpin FrL. Jan. 27. at OtterfiT" t
Women's basketball opens with Cedarvtlle (48-4- 4 winners last season) SaL, Jan. 21, 3
p.m.; home, feces Mw. Wed.. .ln. 25. away. -- ' '".'''-- ' V; ': -
danger of losing control. With ten minutes
' left in the game, Wooster's top three guar as
- were walking on thin ice with four personal
fouls apiece Sam Dixon fouled out but Fred
Balser and Randy Backus managed to stay
in. " - . -- ;''-r- v'.:';- - .V '::
":. . The offensive attack was led, as usual, by
' Wooster's talented 6-- 7 post-ma- n, Wayne
' Allison. He scored 28 points, a season high
for the team. Allison hit 9 of 11 field goal
"attempts and 10 of 13 foul shots. -
- Another accurate big man Was 6-- 5 Kelvin
Kostohryz, who hit 3 of 3 from the field and 3
of 3 from the foul line. ' -
Overall, it is easy to see why the Scots had
little trouble handling the Tigers. Wooster
hit 60 percent from the field, compared to
Wittenberg's 32.3 percent; -
Coach Al Van : Wie ' pointed out the
significance of that victory: "There are not
too many clubs - that have ; beaten
Wittenberg by 15 at home." tC? i--
". Wooster had come to Wittenberg after
crushing Kenyon, 93-8- 0, three days earlier
in Timken.The Scots dominated the entire
: game,' outshooting, outrebounding, .and
outplaying their, opponents. -- The J; best
Kenyon could do was to come within three
? points during the second half. , . "
Both teams hit 33 field goals, but the real
' difference came from the free throw line.
The Scots connected with 27 free throws,
compared to Kenyon's 14. Wooster's big
men dominated under the boards with 41
rebounds, against Kenyon's 25.
Six Scot players reached double figures
against Kenyon. Allison scored 18 (his
average) to lead the team, followed by Fred
Balser and George Zambie with 16 each.
Kostohryz " racked up -- 15, Dick Altman
scored 12, and Sam Dixon got 10. ..-- :
- The Dutchman (Van Wie) was pleased
with
.
Zambie's - performance because he
broke out of a slump. "Zambie is one of the
; fine pure shooters in out conference,"
commented Van Wie. -- ' ' . . -,-
-
':
,v
In one of. the hottest . OAC rivalries,
Wooster played Mt. Union on Wednesday.
With a 3--1 OAC record, Mt. Union was right
behind Wooster in the Northern Division.
: "There is no love lost between the teams,"
understated the Dutchman
.
:
1 Mt. Union has a veteran team and they
should give Wooster a run for its money in
the division race. They play a wide open
" game, which challenges the defense of the
other team. Before the game, Van Wie said, .
. "Well have to put up a real defensive effort."
Tomorrow's ." game against ' Baldwin-Wallac-e
will be packed with intensity and
"excitement because both teams will be
fighting for the no. I spot-i- n the North,.
' Whoever wins this game will be taking a big
step toward the championship. .;..--- .
.
.
BW is the surprise team this year, with a
new coach and a squad that is dominated by
freshmen. "They play
.-
- with a lot of
confidence and enthusiasm," said Van Wie.'
"They play a very wide open game."
.
Hopefully, Wooster's experience and
discipline will give --the Scots and edge
tomorrow as the battle continues for the
; Northern Division title. ;Vr'
"Dr. K." Kelvin Kostohryz, rejects Tiger shot. Photo Ty Dave Koppenhayer.
